Drill hole through pavement. Insert conduit and fill with approved sealer.

Seamed slit for detector loop

2% min. slope toward handhole

Approved sealer

Grade

Detector loop at pavement joint or crack

NOTE
Loop wire shall follow saw cut to bottom, forming slack section at joint.

1 = Lead-in cable (single pair or multipair)
2 = Lead-in cable shield
3 = Lead-in cable shield drain-wire
4 = Lead-in cable insulated conductor
5 = Bare conductor
6 = Loop wire in tube
7 = Loop wire insulated conductor
8 = Twisted and resin soldered conductor
9 = Electrical tape insulated splice
10 = Rigid mold
11 = Waterproof and dielectric resin

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.
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DETECTOR LOOP LEAD-IN

DETECTOR LOOP INSTALLATION

SECTION A-A

PLAN

LOOP WIRE AND LEAD-IN CABLE SPLICE